a primary competitor for the hearts, minds, and souls of the letter’s intended
audience. This could account for two motifs that are emphasized repeatedly:
the superiority of Christ and the dire consequences of apostasy. Those two
themes seem interwoven throughout the letter. Perhaps that is because the
author feared that the readers might prove susceptible to one specific form of
apostasy, adopting Judaism in a way that failed to reckon with or appreciate
the unqualified supremacy of Christ.
The King James Version of the Bible titles this work “The Epistle of Paul the
Apostle to the Hebrews,” but the attribution to Paul was a guess, and probably
not a very good one. The letter itself is anonymous, and its distinctive style and
theology set it apart from Paul’s writings. The Letter to the Hebrews actually
had some trouble in gaining acceptance as part of the Christian canon because
of its anonymity. It eventually came to be regarded as Scripture on the strength
of intrinsic factors (sound theology, eloquent presentation), but the question
“Who wrote the Letter to the Hebrews?” has continued to draw the interest
of interpreters throughout the ages, like some great unsolved detective story.
There are clues, but they are inconclusive. And there are suspects: the history of
interpretation has provided a long list of impressive possible authors, including
the famously eloquent Apollos (see Acts 18:24–25), the beloved physician and
Box 24.2

The Basics of Faith

canon: literally, “rule”
or “standard”; used by
religious groups to
refer to an authoritative list of books
that are officially accepted as Scripture.
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Hebrews 6:1–2 lists six matters as “basic teaching” that mature Christians should have down
pat. It is a little embarrassing that we lack clarity regarding things that are supposed to be so
obvious that no instruction is necessary, but sometimes that is the case.
• Repentance from dead works. Believers should reject “dead works,” but what are those?
The reference may be to sinful behaviors that lead to death, or it could be to ritual practices of the Jewish religion that Christ has rendered obsolete. See also Hebrews 9:14.
• Faith toward God. Believers should trust radically in God and in God’s promises (cf. Heb.
11:1–12:2).
• Baptisms. Why is this in the plural? Perhaps it refers to various purification rites practiced
by Jews (cf. Heb. 9:10). Did the readers of this letter practice those rituals? Or did they
have some variant understanding of Christian baptism as an action practiced more
than once or for diverse functions (cf. 1 Cor. 15:29, a verse that also refers to some primitive baptismal practice about which we have no knowledge)?
• Laying on of hands. This refers to a rite through which human touch accompanies or
imparts divine authorization or empowerment (cf. 2 Tim. 1:6), but it could be practiced
for a variety of reasons: conveying the gift of the Holy Spirit to believers (Acts 8:17; 19:6);
commissioning leaders (Acts 6:6; 1 Tim. 5:22); healing the sick (Acts 9:12; 28:8).
• Resurrection of the dead. All persons will be raised to new life when Christ returns.
• Eternal judgment. God will judge all people, granting them salvation or condemnation
(cf. Heb. 9:27; 10:26–27; 13:4).

Historical Background
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